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collection of the rent of land for the community by the Taxation of Land Values is not the only
reform necessary, but it is the first reform and it would make all other reforms easier. The social and
economic effects of raising public revenues by land-value taxation would be threefold.
IN THE FIRST PLACE taxes that now fall upon wages and production could be abolished. No one
need be taxed for building a house or improving a farm, for bringing things in from other countries or jo/
adding in any way to the general stock of wealth. Everyone would be free to make and save wealth; to buy
sell, give, or exchange, without hindrance, any article of human production the use of which did not involve
any public injury, infringe in any way the jreedom oj others or result in their exploitation. All those taxes
which increase prices as things pass from hand to hand, falling finally upon the consumer, could be dispensed
with.
IN THE SECOND PLACE, a large and constantly increasing jund would be provided jor the community's
use as the labour, enterprise and industry of the people increased the value of land.
IN THE THIRD PLACE, and most important oj all, the monopoly of land would be abolished.
The
economic effect of taxing land values whether land be used or not, would be to make certain that all land
was put to its best use. The effect of thus freeing the land would be to make it available for the many needs oj
labour and capital. The temptation and power to speculate in natural opportunities would be gone. The speculative value of land would be destroyed as soon as it was known thai the land-value "tax" would be increased as
fast as land value increased. The benefits would go not to individuals but to the community generally — individuals, however, retaining the full results of their labour and enterprise.
Thus the fundamental cause oj the present unequal distribution oj wealth would no longer exist.
When
men have equal rights to the value oj land and are able to produce freely and on equal terms with their neighbours, when they are freed from monopoly and privilege in all its forms, then employment will cease to have
the underlying implication oj economic servitude, and take on its natural jorm — that oj jree and open cooperation. Wages will then be carried up to what is truly their natural rate — the jull value oj the produce oj
labour — and will be kept there.

any service since the donee is rendering none. T h e land
will be there for the use of society whether the return
f r o m it is taxed or free. Society creates the value and
should secure it by taxation — FRANK D. GRAHAM,
Professor of Economics, Princeton University.

f J ' H E right to use a piece of land gives c o m m a n d over
a certain space — a certain part of the earth's surface. T h e area of the earth is fixed; t h e geometric relations in which any part of it stands to other parts are
fixed. M a n has no control over them; they are wholly
unaffected by demand; they have no cost of production;
there is no supply price at which they can be produced.
T h e use of a certain area of the earth's surface is a
primary condition of anything that man can do; it gives
him r o o m f o r his own action, with the enjoyment of
the heat and light, the air and the rain which nature
assigns to that area; and it determines his distance f r o m ,
and in a great measure his relation to, other things and
other persons — ALFRED MARSHALL, Priniciples
of

' J H E rent of any one portion of the soil does not
depend o n the labour or capital that has been expended on that portion . . . For instance, if, in the heart of
London, a space of twenty acres had been enclosed by a
high wall at the time of the N o r m a n Conquest, and if no
m a n had ever touched that portion of soil, or even seen
it f r o m that time to this, it would, if let by auction, produce an enormously high rent.—PATRICK E. DOVE,

Economics.

Elements of Political Science.

fJ^HE real unearned income is that which accrues to an
individual without his having done anything which
contributes to production. Of the several types of such
income the most important is that which issues f r o m the
site value of land. T h e recipient of such an income does
nothing to earn it; he merely sits tight while the growth
of the community about the land to which he holds title
brings him an unmerited gain. This gain is at the expense
of all true producers, whether they be labourers, enterprisers or investors in industrial equipment. T h e taxation
of thif gain can do nothing to deprive the community of

J 7 V E R Y permanent improvement of the soil, every
railway and road, every bettering of the general
condition of society, every facility given f o r production,
every stimulus supplied to consumption, raises rent. T h e
landowner sleeps but thrives. H e alone, a m o n g the recipients in the distribution of products, owes everything
to the labour of others, contributes nothing of his own.
H e inherits part of the fruits of present industry, and
has appropriated the lion's share of accumulated intelligence.—THOROLD
ROGERS,
Manual
of
Political

Economy.
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A

R E C E N T C O N C L A V E of British
social scientists at L o u g h b o r o u g h sadly
concluded t h a t social scientists in general
were a useless lot, not at all influential, and
t h a t they could rarely p o i n t to definite c o n sequences of their w o r k .
It does seem curious t h a t in an age w h e n
social p r o b l e m s have reached a crescendo,
social scientists should be passive, even
helpless, bystanders. W h y should this b e ?
Scientists in other fields are very m u c h into
the thick of things. T h e y are needed to
launch space missiles, build marvellous
computers, and transplant hearts.
Is the ignoring of social scientists the fault
of the public, or p e r h a p s of the politicians?
It is true t h a t the latter are usually guided
n o t by science but by t h e pressures p u t u p o n
t h e m , and t h e people d e m a n d legislation
according t o their prejudices and fears
rather t h a n according t o scientific principles.
G o v e r n m e n t s d o not call in social scientists
t o help f r a m e social policy in the w a y they
call in physical scientists t o h e l p b u i l d u p a r m aments. Clearly, social science does not enjoy
t h e same confidence t h a t other sciences d o .
G r a n t i n g all this, w h a t share of the b l a m e
c a n be laid at t h e d o o r of the social scientists
themselves? W h a t might they have d o n e
w r o n g to forfeit the t r u s t and reliance t h a t
s h o u l d be d u e t o t h e m ?
W h e n we study t h e w o r k s of social
scientists—in sociology, economics, political
science, etc.—we find few guidelines to
s o u n d social policy. T h e y alternate between
high-flown theories t h a t are beyond the ken
of ordinary m o r t a l s , a n d statistical surveys
o n matters trivial or otherwise, b u t which
always relate t o the p a s t a n d given hardly
a n y guide t o t h e f u t u r e . Especially in econmics, complicated m a t h e m a t i c a l f o r m u l a e are
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erected o n premises t h a t are unproven or concealed, or
taken f o r granted, a n d such have only the appearance of
being scientific.
Social scientists also tend to talk to one another rather
t h a n t o t h e public. Indeed, they m a k e themselves inaccessible t o ordinary people. Scientists in other fields
can usually explain their ideas fairly clearly w h e n the
occasion d e m a n d s , b u t social scientists have m a d e u p a
private j a r g o n t h a t is incomprehensible to the interested
lay enquirer. "Speech disorders," the sociologist Pitirim
S o k o r i m aptly terms this jargon.
After a n era of increasing specialisation, the social
scientists are showing a n interest in getting together t o
create a c o m m o n u m b r e l l a that will unify their diverse
studies. But even this effort h a s rapidly succumbed t o
elitism, scientism, a n d j a r g o n . T h e y are still talking t o
one a n o t h e r , a n d have invented a n o t h e r new jargon,
supposedly t o bridge their different subjects, a n d in fact
have merely created a new specialised subject.
While t h e social scientists are weaving their
the world is moving f r o m crisis t o crisis. A n d
crises are met in willy-nilly fashion, piecemeal,
hazardly, or settled by bowing t o those with t h e
money, influence, power or votes.

webs,
these
hapmost

I n cases where a t h o u g h t f u l analysis of a social problem has been worked o u t , it has usually been by persons
outside the r a n k s of professional social scientists. In
America, it was a n outsider, R a l p h N a d e r , w h o shook
the n a t i o n with his revelations of h o w u n s a f e were the
automobiles being t u r n e d out o n D e t r o i t ' s assembly lines.
A n o t h e r outsider, Rachel C a r s o n , gave t h e c o u n t r y a
jolt with her critique of t h e way the natural environment
is being polluted. These charges were at first angrily
denied, t h e n , grudgingly admitted little by little.
I n Britain the W o l f e n d e n R e p o r t , dealing with t h e
r e f o r m of laws concerning sexual offences, was p r o d u c e d
with t h e collaboration of clergymen, policemen a n d
public officials—but w h e r e were t h e social scientists?
Where, indeed, are they w h e n a n y grave question has t o
be decided ? A p p a r e n t l y , they wait f o r s o m e b o d y else t o
p e r f o r m t h e action, then they c o m e in and m a k e statistical studies of t h e results.

bread a n d the social scientists give t h e m a mathematical
formula.
T h e unscientific attitude of people and politicians to
social policy is deplorable, but so is the failure of social

scientists to be "where the action is."
T h e one o u t s t a n d i n g case where a m o d e r n e c o n o m i s t
has decidedly influenced public policy has been Lord
Keynes, a n d even h e was not a professional social scientist, a n d had u n c o m p l i m e n t a r y things t o say a b o u t them.
U n f o r t u n a t e l y , his is also the outstanding case of building
m a t h e m a t i c a l f o r m u l a e on shaky premises. H i s theories
e n a b l e our politicians—and politicians a n d
professors t h r o u g h o u t t h e w o r l d — t o keep the s h o w going
with dazzling juggling acts, to disguise economic p r o b lems a n d to p o s t p o n e f u n d a m e n t a l issues.
Social scientists seldom tackle f u n d a m e n t a l issues.
At a n o t h e r conference of these intellectuals (at Princeton,
U.S.A.), it was said t h a t the classic disputes of the free
e c o n o m y versus state economic planning, private enterprise versus state control, and t h e touchy m a t t e r of t h e
distribution of wealth, were all " o l d h a t . " T h e new t h i n g
is technology, and social science will henceforth concentrate on m a k i n g this a m o r e technically perfect
civilisation. Never mind w h o gets w h a t — t h a t is irrelevant.
N o w o n d e r these people are a self-confessed "useless
l o t ! " A great pity, f o r if we are going to get our p r o b l e m s
solved permanently a n d solidly, it will have t o be in some
kind of scientific way. It is high t i m e that social scientists
b e c a m e what they are supposed t o be—scientists f o r
society.
R.c.

A cry goes u p f r o m t h e people b u t the social scientists
d o not hear. W a r s destroy h u m a n lives and they study
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W

tribal rituals in t h e S o u t h Sea islands. Traffic a n d p o l lution c h o k e o u r cities a n d they m a k e statistical surveys
o n which families o w n w h a t cars. T h e p e o p l e ask f o r
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ANT TO MAKE DOUGH? One recipe:
take a couple of seedy mid-Victorian streets
and a handful of rundown shops within ten minutes of the West End. Clean and slice as necessary. Add the yeast of an uninhibited business
approach and watch the mixture rise. Inl this case
the main ingredients are Portland and Princedale Roads in Holland Park where, in some
cases, property values have already doubled in
the last six years. And be sure to get stuck in
whife the district is still half baked.
London Property Letter, March 22
L A N D & LIBERTY

WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING
Parkinson's (Land) Law
C. Northcote Parkinson, November 15 1968.*
' I 'O HAVE the things we want in education and elsewhere we shall have to pay. We need material resources, as well as voluntary talent. We don't want more taxes;
we would rather have lower taxes. But we do want
money. I would suggest that the secret in California is
to allow the State to share in the profit from increased
land values. That is where the money is in a State into
which people are migrating at the rate that we see them
come. Especially, to my mind, the State should be
entitled to share in the land values which the State and
the federal government have, in fact, created or improved.
Half the time the land value is increased by a new freeway, a new aircraft factory, or a new factory in the
private sector which is working wholly on government
contracts. Here you have land values which triple overnight. Why should all that go to the speculator and not
to the State itself?
I would like to see the formation of a State Land
Corporation as a separate investment body, which
would buy land on better information than is available
to the private speculator. It would sell it later to the
highest bidder, preferably on lease, not trading. The
only loser would be the speculator in real estate, and he
can afford it. Among land owners, the golden rule is, of
course, never to sell anything. Remember that the State
as a land owner can take a much longer view than the
individual. Most individuals want their money back in
ten years or twenty years at the outside. They want it in
their own lifetime. The State can get it back in thirty
years or fifty years, and can afford to wait.

Slum-Promotion

Taxation

Irwin Miller in Harvard Business Review

March-April, 1969.
T E T US CONSIDER money, and let us look at taxes
-®-^which are governments' source of income. Today any
system of taxation is by definition a system of incentives;
it cannot be otherwise. Individuals, corporations, banks,
and investors, all study the system of taxes under which
they operate to take maximum advantage of them.
Their plans are often influenced as much by the potential
advantages in the tax system as by their own non-tax
purposes and objectives.
When, therefore, the incentives in the existing system
encourage the development of policies and acts contrary
*An extract from "Parkinson's Law and the Creative Society"
an address by Dr. C. Northcote Parkinson, sponsored by
the California State Deputy Directors' Conference and
presented in the Esquire Theater, Sacramento.
APRIL & MAY. 1969

to the national purpose, all the compulsion imaginable
can scarcely force a change in a better direction. On the
other hand, since incentives are always present, the
sensible first act of the "systems manager" would be to
bring these incentives into line with the national purpose
—to close some doors and open others.
To take an example from the viewpoint of taxes, slum
property is now the most lucrative real estate investment
a man can make in many cities. But if he repairs his
property to raise it above the slum class, he earns significantly less money on his investment than if he permits
it to depreciate. Public policy might well consciously
reverse this condition and these incentives.

Weasel Words
Anthony Lejeune in The Daily Telegraph
Magazine, March 21.
l y f O S T WEASEL WORDS are lovingly bred for a
political purpose. They then slip into the vocabulary of commentators, columnists, party spokesmen,
trade union leaders, modish economists, and popular
twitterers of all kinds. From there they go on to betray the arguments, and indeed the thoughts, of innocent people who would never consciously have accepted the implications which the weasel words carry like
foot-and-mouth disease . . .
Experienced weasel spotters will have recognised the
tell-tale adjective "social," a sure sign that the following word, whether "wage" or "costs" or "justice," is
going to be used in some slippery way.
Tribute should be paid to Mr. Peter Jay for his
assertion that the Government might have to curtail
"privately financed personal spending," a nice fat
weasel phrase meaning all expenditure except that of
the Government and of people who live on government
hand-outs.
Listen now to a superlative weasel sentence by Mr.
Sid Greene at the Trades Union Congress. "Freedom," he announced solemnly, "doesn't mean freedom
with licence but freedom under controls." Adolf
Hitler and Joseph Stalin would have agreed with him.
So would everybody who thinks that freedom is a difficult word that needs re-interpreting—weasel-wise—for
modern conditions.

Newcastle for the Gravy
London Property Letter, March 22.
TVTE EXPECT a general upsurge in property prices,
"
taking them up towards the national average,
not only in Newcastle itself and the area roundabout,
43
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but in areas much wider afield. Biggest profits obviously will go to those who get in first, so we think it's time
to lay claim to a sizeable stake . . .
Another major factor bearing on prospects in the
region is the fact that Newcastle may shortly become,

y.'y:

I M -«

M'

IIi: \

in name as well as in reality, the administrative capital
of the north east. The Maud Committee, at present investigating local government structure, is expected to
recommend the creation of local government units
much larger than the present ones fairly soon. Newcastle is odds-on-favourite to become the regional
centre for the north east—though neighbouring Gateshead, just across the River Tyne, has also been thrusting itself forward. Newcastle must win, though. Its
new council chamber even has more seats than councillors—obviously future expansion was at the back of
somebody's mind.
What's just as important for the property market is
that the Government's office decentralisation policy
has already made Newcastle the home of several
national agencies. The Department of Employment
and Productivity—the Ministry of Labour in a new
guise—and the Ministry of Housing and Local Government both have large staffs in the city. And the
Land Commission also has its headquarters there. The
Stationery Office prints telephone directories at a new
factory on the Team Valley Estate. Our guess is that
this policy of decentralisation is far from played out
and Newcastle seems sure to get more of the gravy.

Rush for "Free"
1

tfi

Land

The Sunday Times, March 23.
/"^ANVEY ISLAND land grabbers who have been
^ w a i t i n g for more than ten years to cash in on untitled acres of scrubland are worried that claim jumpers
may upset their plans.
Since most of Canvey was designated residential in
1958 many parcels of wasteland in the Winter Gardens
area have mysteriously been fenced off. Now, claim
jumpers are invading the island at weekends, ripping the
fences down and erecting new ones.
Many locals fear that violence may break out. Mr.
Albert Reddish, who has lived in a bungalow on the
island for twenty-six years, witnessed both the original
claim staking and the recent outbreak of claim jumping.
The empty plot of land beside his home sprouted boundary fence posts some years ago. Yesterday he noticed
that these had been replaced by posts linked with strands
44

of wire. "There is some dirty work going on here," said
Mr. Reddish. "And nobody seems able to get to the
bottom of it."
John Pring is an estate agent who is well informed on
the problem. He and his partner act for a farmer who
claimed title to several plots of "No Man's Land"
many years ago. Mr. Pring dismissed the claim jumpers'
chances of establishing title to any land "simply because
their claims are too recent." But he agreed that they
could raise cash on land if they could persuade an insurance company to indemnify them against having their
claim disproved. Insurance companies, he said, may well
treat such claims sympathetically since the ownership of
a great deal of land on the island is not covered by paper
titles.
Although within forty minutes of the City, 15 ft. by
60 ft. plots are currently selling at £90—if the deeds are
produced. But when the main services and proper roads
are provided in 1971 these prices should at least treble.

Land Commission makes
Dearer Land
Ian Davidson in The Financial

Times,

March 24.

A

LMOST ANY BUILDER you talk to can produce
hair-raising individual cases of price increases. All of
them are convinced that there has been an unmistakable
escalation in general and that part (but only part) of the
rise is a reflection of the inclusion of betterment levy.
In Croydon I was told that land that would have gone
for £30,000 an acre eight months ago is now fetching
£45,000. The Ideal Building Corporation (a subsidiary of
Trafalgar Investments) quoted to me a whole series of
cases where land prices have more than doubled in the
past five years.
In Cheltenham a parcel of twenty-six acres changed
hands five years back at £7,500 per acre; recently sixteen
roughly comparable acres where sold for £16,500 per
acre.
At Seaford, in Sussex, a seven-acre site fetched £61,500
in 1965, and in nearby West Worthing the same sized
plot recently went for £142,000. At Rustington eleven
acres fetched £127,000 in 1965, while five acres were sold
recently for £120,000.
In Epsom, Purfleet and West Byfleet prices for individual house plots have more than doubled from
£2,000 to £4,000 or £5,000 each.
The situation is worst in the London region and the
South East, but there have also been substantial increases
round most of the other big conurbations. There have
even been price increases in the North, despite the fact
that housing demand there tends to be lower than in the
South (with a correspondingly lower general level in
land prices). One builder quoted a case in Sunderland,
where land which might have cost £2,500 an acre five
years ago was sold this week for £6,500.
L A N D & LIBERTY

News and Comment
NO DR CHUNG!
ATTACK
AN"Iaisser-faire

on the Hong Kong Government's
attitude" towards local industrialists was made at an FHKI-sponsored seminar on local
industry by Dr. S. Y. Chung, Chairman of the Federation of Hong Kong Industries, reports the Hong Kong
Tel&grapli, March 5. In a speech outlining the
Colony's industrial problems, Dr. Chung spoke about
the growing problem of trade blocs, tariff restrictions
and the Government's failure to ofier any protection
to local industry.
"The Hong Kong Government," he said, "does not
offer any incentive, provide any subsidy for, or give
any protection to, local manufacturing industry. Employers are in fact exposed to the worst environment."
Dr. Chung said that conditions of employment
could be substantially improved in many branches of
the local manufacturing industry if some usual protective measures were instituted by the Government
against imports. He cited the steel, cement, paint and
flour industries as examples of those in need of tariff
protection.
Dr. Chung described Hong Kong as one of the very
few territories, if not the only one, that had remained
completely faithful to liberal economic policies of free
trade and free enterprise.
Leaving no doubt as to their own views on the
matter, the Hong Kong 'Telegraph in their Opinion
Column replied: "No, Dr. Chung, we want no protective tariffs here. If Hong Kong industrialists cannot produce the goods competitively enough for their
home market, they should first put their own production houses in order. Hong Kong manufacturers have
a proud record for thriving under adverse conditions.
Let's keep it that way instead of joining the whining
crew who shout for protection at the drop of a hat."

BACK FOR SECOND BITE
ESTATES LTD. was accused of endeavSLOUGH
ouring to procure £ 3 | million from the local ratepayers by claiming "compensation" for refused development "rights," by Lord Denning, Master of the
Rolls, when he dismissed the company's appeal against
an earlier High Court refusal to allow it to develop factories on 90 acres of Slough Trading Estate (Slough
Observer, March 28.)
The company's action in seeking to revive defunct
planning permission, originally granted in 1945, was deplored in that not only had it abandoned the consent
APRIL & MAY,
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then given, but had actually received £178,545, in government compensation ten years later for loss of development rights. The company was apparently seeking
to resurrect its claim either in order to erect the factories at great profit or to extract millions fom the
ratepayers by way of "compensation."
Three years of litigation at a cost of over £50,000 has
not, however, deterred the company which is intent on
pressing its claim to the House of Lords if necessary.
A company spokesman is quoted as saying that probably the final claim for compensation (if it won the
case, but was still refused permission to develop), would
be in excess of £ 3 3 , million in view of the fact that an
acre of land now fetches nearly £60,000 at current
market values.

LAND REFORM PRESSURES
IN S. VIET-NAM

M

ORE LAND to the peasant farmers was the pledge
given by President Nguyen-Yan-Thieu at a press
conference on February 6 (Viet-Nam Yesterday and
Today, Viet-Nam Embassy).
In measures designed to counter the Viet Cong's
apparent popularity in rural areas, where they invariably
distributed the land under their control to tenants or
landless farmers, the Saigon Government proposes:—
1. A one or two-year moratorium on rents paid by
tillers of "contested land" (i.e. disputed possession
between former land owners and new tenants). During
this period they will not be forced to quit by returning
land owners or charged rent where none had been
previously chargd.
2. To encourage landlords to sell their land to peasants
applying to buy it.
3. In order to create more land for distribution, the
maximum acreage per farmer allowed by law will be
reduced from 247 to 74.
Tenant-farmers resent the return of government
officials into former Communist-held territory because
they have reinstated the landlords and imposed new
levies. The Viet Cong have won the support of the
peasants by breaking up the land monopoly and redistributing the land expropriated. Now the Saigon
officials appear to be waking up to the idea that it is the
vexatious question of land that must be resolved before
the people are willing to put their trust in them.
More land will become available following successful
'pacification," states the report, and occupancies,
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and rents will be "frozen" by the Government for a
"specified period."
One may well question the Government's long-term
intentions. If it is acknowledged that the Viet Cong

freely distributed the land in the first place, why is the
Government so keen on redistribution? If the peasants
already hold the land, then why the need to "guarantee"
their occupancy? It would appear that the land has been
requisitioned by the Government and held in trust—for
the landlords. Being wary of the peasants' reaction to a
crude hand-over to the former owners, however, the
Government would much prefer to "encourage" the
latter to sell out. The Saigon Government hopes to "take
away much of the relevance of Viet Cong arguments on
the subject of land ownership" by abandoning their
former policy of returning land regained from the Viet
Cong to the former land owners and applying their own
special brand of "land reform."
The one thing not questioned is the sacred rights of the
landed class to "their land." The South Vietnamese
Government will have to do better than this if it is to
achieve a "meaningful victory" over the hearts and minds
of its subjects.

Misplaced

Pride

T. O. EVANS

O

URS IS A RECORD in which we take pride,
for the improvements it has brought to the lives
of the aged, the sick, the widowed and other members
of the community whose problems our predecessors
tended to brush aside. The citizens of Brighton know
from their own experience of our massive increase in
social service provision."
This was Prime Minister Harold Wilson in a message
to Mr. Tom Skeffington Lodge, Labour Candidate in
the Brighton (Pavilion division) by-election.
Mr. Wilson went on to speak of the huge programme
of hospital building, and of the fact that more than
4,000 households in Brighton received almost £94,000
last year under the Government's rate rebate scheme.
Another boast contained in the message was that the
prices and incomes policy had reduced council house rent
increases, and that the Government was providing
substantial financial aid to Brighton's local and commuter rail services (which will inevitably send up the
value of land).
At first sight it might appear that the Prime Minister
46

Dan Cameron
"W^E regret to record the sudden death on
March 29 of Mr. Dan Cameron, at the age of 78
years. Mr. Cameron had been continuously associated
with the movement in Glasgow since 1910 and had been
Chairman of the Scottish League for Land-Value Taxation since 1956. He took part in the establishment
of the Glasgow branch of the Henry George School of
Social Science in 1948 and for the ensuing ten years
regularly attended class meetings, where his profound
knowledge of economics and clarity of exposition in
discussion were of great assistance to tutors and
students. The Scottish League has lost a wise counsellor and those members privileged to know him, a loved
and respected friend.
R.J.R.

Max Toubeau
TV7E HAVE just learned of the death on March 21
"
at the age of 86, of Monsieur Maxime Toubeau.
Monsieur Toubeau was President of the League of
Land-Value Taxation and Free Trade in France and a
Vice-President of the International Union for LandValue Taxation and Free Trade. To his family go our
deepest sympathy.
has something to brag about, but this is because we are
accustomed to think that it is a sign of progress that
taxpayers' money (for that, of course, is what it is) is
distributed so lavishly amongst various sections of the
population or spent on various schemes to alleviate the
gross effects of the mal-distribution of wealth in society.
If we are to accept that state charity is a measure of
good government, then presumably the government to
earn the greatest credit would be that which could claim
that during its period of office it had given away more
than any of its predecessors in attempts to solve the
social problem and establish "social justice."
Imagine that we visited an island where we observed
poor housing conditions, much sickness, a high crime
rate, malnutrition, and all the varied symptoms of
poverty, and that there were few hospitals, inadequate
schools, overcrowded prisons and a small police force.
Now supposing we revisited the island many years later
and we were told with pride that more prisons had been
built, the police force had been enlarged, there were
more hospitals than ever, free food was being distributed
and that the government had undertaken to house fifty
per cent, of the population. Would we think that this
society had progressed? I for one would not think so.
These "achievements" would indicate the very opposite
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of progress. It would prove to me that conditions were
getting worse, not better, by the mere fact that it was
found necessary to expand the social services,
charity and public expenditure.
The government I would applaud would be one that
after some years interval could say, "We have pulled
down our prisons, reduced our police force and closed
many hospitals. We no longer feed the poor because
there are no poor; we no longer house the homeless
because there are no homeless; we no longer give rate
rebates because there are no rates—except on the owners
of land. Widows are no longer in need because their
husbands, through lower taxation in their lifetime, have
been able to provide adequately for their dependents.

Pensioners are no longer an object of pity for they have
been able to provide from their lightly taxed income
adequate provision for their declining years.
"We have done away with the fiction that subsidies
to local authorities came out of thin air, instead of out
of the pockets of taxpayers. We no longer speak of our
wasteful and unnecessary expenditure on palliatives as
'unparalleled social achievements.' We recognise them
for what they are, vote catching gimmicks, stop-gaps,
and illusory benefits."
Maybe this is a bit of a dream, particularly if the
island is Britain, but this is no excuse for not thinking
fundamentally and at least making a start in the right
direction.

CANADIAN REPORT ON HOUSING

Shafts of Light on the
Housing Scene
A MONG THE POINTS made by the Canadian Federal
-^•Housing Enquiry (headed by Transport Minister
Paul Hellyer), in its report recently presented to the
Commons, was that the present system of land and
property taxation was heavily over-weighted in favour
of land speculators, and that members of the enquiry
were attracted in principle to the idea of taxing the owner
on what he could do with his property rather than what
he had done. They suggested that municipalities should
ensure that property assessment procedures encourage
rather than discourage the use of land, and urged that
profits from land sales be treated as taxable income.
Minister Hellyer said that the right to own and dispose
of property and take a reasonable gain for labour was an
integral part of the Canadian tradition. "But the enquiry
group seriously questions whether such rights can be
stretched to encompass situations where the owners of
the land reap gigantic financial benefit, not from improving or working it, but merely by allowing it to lie
fallow or in admitted under-use while the efforts of the
community around it make such land an ever increasingly-valuable asset."
Two types of speculators came in for criticism. The
first was the person or company that brought land beyond
the fringe of development, waited for urban expansion,
and then sold to builders, and the second was the speculator who was involved in purposeful under-use of land
at the core of a city whilst waiting for higher prices. The
latter case, the report said, applied to prime city land
where dilapidated structures sit idle or near idle or where
owners seem to find no better use for the land than as a
parking lot. Present taxation procedures favoured this
type of speculator.
Rapidly increasing land costs in several centres,
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especially Toronto, were singled out as one of the main
reasons for the rapid increase in housing costs.
Another of the main problems to be dealt with, says
the report, is the jungle of zoning and building laws.
As further aids to lower the cost of housing, the Study
Group proposes that the Federal Government remove its
eleven per cent, tax on materials used for residential
house construction and that provincial governments lift
their sales taxes as well. (Ottawa realises more than
$300 million in revenue every year from the tax on
building materials).
The Report is also extremely critical of public housing
projects as they now exist in Canada, arguing that they
tend to become "ghettoes of the poor." These projects
are expensive and appear to be psychologically and
socially destructive.
The Report strongly criticises the "bulldozer technique" of destroying great numbers of houses to replace
them with impersonal high-rise flats. This practice,
it says, should be immediately suspended.
In spite of its suggestion that the owner be taxed on
what he could do with his property rather than what he
has done to it, the Report proposes that property owners
be required to maintain their properties at certain
minimum standards, or, where necessary, destroy the
property without compensation from the State.
Recourse to compulsion to maintain property, with
the alternative of destroying it, would not of course be
necessary if owners were taxed on their location value
only with consequent removal of taxes on their bricks
and mortar.
The Report indicates that the Study Group has been
doing some original thinking, and many of their sugges47

tions have much to commend them, though they have
given rise to considerable opposition in many quarters.
There is, inevitably, a measure of compromise in many
of their proposals, but it is a healthy sign that they are
aware not only of the present system's encouragement
of high land profits, but also of the regressive effects of
taxation that falls upon the work of man's hands, and
of government intervention in housing activity.
The recommendations are based on a five-month study
of housing by Transport Minister Paul Hellyer and six
associates—five men and one woman—who toured
Canada for on-the-spot talks with builders, homeowners, tenants, and government and welfare agency

officials. In this comparatively short period the study
group produced recommendations ranging over a very
wide field, including social housing, mortgages, urban
development, construction techniques, house financing,
and land cost utilisation — recommendations that are
not all in keeping with its advocacy of less government
intervention.
It is to be hoped that not only will the Federal Government avoid falling into the pit of a Land Commission
and betterment levy, but that its recommendations on
incentive taxation on location values will be followed up,
exempting no one and making the tax bite hard enough
to curb land speculation and under-use of land.

COUNCIL HOUSING

Unanswered Questions
A. J. CARTER
"There is not the least reason why, if the state is to provide good lodgings cheap, it
should not also be required to supply food and clothing." The Economist, November 10, 1883.1

A

T THEIR BEST, publications by the Institute of
Economic Affairs are civilized and refreshing studies,
taking a new look at aspects of economic life and dispelling some of the fallacies of the prevailing orthodoxy.
When they fall a little below their best, their free market
approach can begin to seem like a party line to which
discussion of the issues is too obviously subservient. In
The Cost of Council Housing• Mr. Hamish Gray is, to
put it bluntly, too partisan. He makes statements at the
beginning of the paper which should have been left to
the end and so tends to lose the sympathy of the openminded reader. This is a pity, for although the presentation is tactless, many of the conclusions are sound.
Like many advocates of a free market economy, Mr.
Gray feels constrained to under estimate the evils that
have accompanied private enterprise in the past. In
dismissing the inadequacy of Victorian housing as a
reason for public provision of housing, he argues not
only that the Victorians built a great number of houses
(the average number of persons per house decreased
from 5.7 in 1801 to 4.8 in 1901), but also that those houses
were mean and squalid only by today's standards; that
they were an improvement on most of what had gone
before, and could not in the circumstances have been
much better than they were.
Mr. Gray declares that it is no longer generally accepted by economic historians that the enclosure movement drove the poor off the land into the towns but that
the prospect of higher wages attracted them there. This
theory ignores not only the overcrowding and squalor
'Quoted by the Author.
a
The Cost of Council Housing by Hamish Gray, Research
Monograph 18, Institute of Economic Affairs, 7s. 6d.
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of the living conditions of the time but also the utter
dependence of a man on his employer and the fact that
women and even children were obliged to work. No one
supposes that life in the country was anything but hard,
but at least it had a freedom and dignity which it is
difficult to imagine many men voluntarily giving up for
the obscenity of the slums. It is scarcely likely that the
army of vagrants preferred tramping the roads to
agricultural employment, and it is certain that men do
not send their young children to sweep chimneys if they
can feed and clothe their families without doing so. It
could only have been enclosure and the fear of enclosure
that uprooted people from the countryside and created
in the growing towns a gigantic sellers' market in housing.
Unlike some advocates of the free market, however,
Mr. Gray is aware of the existence of poverty today and
recognizes that something must be done about it if
economic freedom is to be increased. "The root error,"
he writes of the thinking underlying public provision of
housing, "is to suppose that 'the housing problem' is
separable from the general problem of poverty." If this
problem of poverty were solved the provision of housing
and other benefits could safely be left to private enterprise. This is a good approach, but unfortunately Mr.
Gray proposes only that the state redistribute income. He
does not touch on the deeper question of why in a rich
country the incomes of so many are so low in relation
to housing and to the cost of living generally.
A substantial part of the paper is devoted to an analysis
of housebuilding in the public sector and contains
sections on productivity and efficiency, management and
standards, and direct labour versus private contract.
A distinction is drawn between technical productivity
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and efficiency, a wider term including the satisfaction of
consumers, and Mr. Gray prudently treats with reserve
some apparent tests of productivity, such as the time lag
between the start of a house and its completion, which
averages 12.1 months for the private sector and 15.9
months for the public sector. Nevertheless, he does take
the time lag as one indication of technical productivity,
and omits to mention that since it is a common practice
for estate builders to lay all the foundations first, rather
than build complete individual houses one after the
other, the time lag will vary with the size of the estate
and may bear no relation to productivity whatever.
Mr. Gray contrasts the method of allocation of houses
in the public and private sectors. Public sector houses are
allocated according to a centralised assessment of
people's housing needs, whereas the supply of private
sector housing is responsive to the desires of consumers. "Land, labour and capital resources are most
efficiently employed when they cannot earn higher
returns in alternative uses," writes Mr. Gray in one of
the crispest justifications of the free market I have seen.
Whereas housing is largely publicly provided and there
is a shortage, food and clothing are privately supplied
and are to be had in abundance. This comparison is not
altogether valid, since by means of tariffs and other
taxes and agricultural support programmes there is
interference also in the private supply of food and clothing. Mr. Gray should have considered an alternative
explanation, that the housing shortage is associated with
the shortage and high cost of land available for building.
The cost of public housing is met partly by rents,
partly by subsidies from ratepayers, and partly by
Exchequer subsidies, which are not capital sums paid
towards the total cost of houses but annual grants
towards loan repayments. Mr. Gray argues that these
subsidies have no relationship to housing problems in
particular areas, and that reduced rents (a benefit usually
lost if tenants move to another district) inhibit the
mobility of council households. (One aspect of this lack
of mobility not referred to by Mr. Gray is that families
who are allocated houses when they have young children
may continue to live in them when the children have
grown up and left home). It is also suggested that publicly subsidised housing does not in fact help the poorest
sections of the community, although this conclusion
depends on what figures one thinks are salient. In 1967
the average household income per annum was £1,350
for council tenants and only £1,130 for private tenants,
but since the average number of people per household
was substantially greater in council households (3.9
compared with 2.7) the average income per person was
only £345 for council tenants compared with £420
among private tenants, and the average income per
adult per annum was precisely the same—£540—for
both categories.
Mr. Gray questions the assumption that the state
should insist on minimum standards for bousing, In
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Elizabethan times, he tells us, housebuilding was forbidden on less than four acres—hardly a decree to help
the poor. The reader is stimulated into asking himself
whether a family should not be allowed to buy a poorer
quality house if the only practicable alternative (because
a higher quality house costs too much money) is no
house at all. The best safeguard of high housing standards
is a prosperous population and in this, as in many other
spheres, genuine prosperity would much reduce the
need for public regulation.
The hub of the thesis in this monograph is that there is
no case for public provision of housing; that the supply
of housing should be left to private builders and cash

payments be made to the poorest people. Mr. Gray
discusses the possibility of issuing vouchers for housing
but points out that, unlike health insurance and education, housing has never been nationalised and "free" so
there is no need for vouchers as an interim measure to
gradually educate consumers in the art of choice. Moreover, housing accounts for a relatively large proportion
of total expenditure and vouchers might unduly restrict
freedom of choice and even lead to economies in other
essentials such as food and clothing. The difficulties of
determining cash allowances specifically for housing
would be formidable and Mr. Gray affirms that "housing
aid should therefore be as far as possible treated as a
problem of income redistribution." He concludes that,
as part of a new welfare strategy, payments should be
made in conjunction with the collection of income tax—
a "reverse income tax"—and that "the minimum income
established by the reverse income tax should be sufficient
to allow households to purchase housing of suitable
quality, but they should not be obliged to spend a
specific percentage of income or sum of money on it."
The system of combining welfare payments with
income tax deductions would be much neater than the
existing ragbag of welfare provision, and would get
over the objection to a means test. Its chief attraction is
that it would restore the maximum freedom of choice to
those who have been forced by poverty to relinquish it.
There is, however, one serious disadvantage of state
provision of a minimum income and that is that it must
have a blunting effect on the incentive to work and selfimprovement. For this reason it is essential that, in any
reform of the welfare structure, we look beyond the
provision of a minimum income by the state to a time
when people can, as nature intended, provide a decent
minimum income for themselves. And this will require
reforms more fundamental than those at present being
discussed,
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HE ROUNDTABLE CONFERENCE at which
this concensus was developed was held shortly
before the presidential election under the joint
sponsorship of: National League of Cities; U.S.
Conference of Mayors; National Association of
Counties; Council of State Governments; National
Governors Conference in association with Time,
Life, Fortune, and the Robert Schalkenbach Foundation. The precise wording of the subject they met
to consider was: "The Financial Crisis of Our
Cities; What Should the Federal Government Do To
Help?; What Should the State Governments Do To
Help; and What Must the Cities Do To Help Themselves?" The two-day conference was assisted in Its
deliberations by three outstanding university economists and by a former U.S. Commissioner of
Education.
The word "concensus,'' implies only broad and
general agreement; and does not mean that the participating organisations have officially approved the
content of this report.
The panel also included representative leaders
from: Committee on Economic Development; Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations;
National Commission on Urban Problems; Ford
Foundation; Chamber of Commerce of the U.S.;
National Industrial Conference Board; National
Association of Manufacturers; National Housing
Centre; Regional Plan Association; New York
Economic Development Council; Small Business
Administration; Tax Foundation—Perry Prentice,
Moderator and Rapporteur.

W

ISELY A P P L I E D , the property tax on which
local governments depend for 87 per cent of their
tax revenue could be one of the wisest and fairest of
all taxes; but as most cities apply it today it may well
be the very worst—a weird combination of overtaxation and under-taxation, an incentive tax for what
we don't want and a disincentive tax for what we do
want. It harnesses the profit motive backward instead
of forward to both urban renewal and urban development. Too often it makes it more profitable to misuse and under-use land than to use it wisely and fully,
more profitable to let the buildings decay than to improve them or replace them."
This is one of the conclusions arrived at by the participants of the two-day seminar on "Financing our
Urban Needs" held recently in the U.S.A. as reported exclusively in Nations's Cities* March, 1969
Too few tax levyers seem to understand that the
property tax is not just one tax but two opposite and
conflicting taxes, says the Report,—two taxes whose
consequences for urban renewal and urban development
* Nation's Business, 1612 K. Street, W.W. Washington D.C.
20006. Reprints of the Report may be obtained through
Robert Schalkenbach Foundation. 50 E 69th St., New York,
N Y 10021 U.S.A. or from Land & Liberty Press Ltd.,
177 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, S.W.I, (not priced).
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are completely different.
One of these is the tax which falls on improvements acting as a disincentive, and the other is the
local, or site-value tax, which is independent of what
has been done to the site, but is relevant to its potential,
having regard for its environment which reflects "an
enormous investment of other people's money and
other taxpayers' money to create the community around
it and make the location accessible, livable and richly
saleable," The incentive effect of location taxes is to
put effective pressure on the owners to put their sites
to better use.
In spite of this obvious economic lesson, says the
Report, almost every city collects two or three times as
much money from taxes on improvements as from
taxes on land.
A three per cent tax a year on improvements, it is
explained, can be misleading when compared with income tax, sales tax and similar taxes. This is because
the improvement tax is expressed as a percentage of
capital value, whereas income tax is a percentage of
annual income.
T h e tax on building and improvements is restated in
terms of income tax, sales tax and consumer taxes, revealing the enormity of the improvement tax:
"First, in income tax terms:
A three per cent of true value tax on improvements
is apt to tax away 75 per cent of the net income a
new building would otherwise earn.
"And now in sales tax terms:
A three per cent of true value tax on improvements,
is the instalment plan equivalent of a 52 per cent sales
tax; i.e., it will cost the improver as much as a 52 per
cent lump sum sales tax would cost him if he could
finance it at five per cent interest over the sixty-year
life of the improvement.
"And finally in consumer tax terms:
A three per cent of true value tax on improvements

"'T'ODAY, most local governments assess and tax
un-used, under-used and mis-used land so
lightly that the tax makes the owners repay only a
trifling share (perhaps five per cent) of the community investment that multiplied the value of their
land. The other 95 per cent they are free to capitalise into higher and higher land prices."
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tives and Deterrents
:

Property Taxes
will cost the consumer more than a 25 per cent consumption tax; i.e., it will add more than 25 per cent
to the rent a tenant must pay or more than 25 per cent
to the carrying costs an owner must meet."
No wonder, says the Report, that New York's four
per cent tax on new improvements has stopped almost
all private new construction in the city (luxury building excepted).
The deterrent effect of the improvement tax is obvious and widely recognised, sometimes inducing tax
"HPHIS practice of public improvements for private
profit gives land speculation an enormous
hidden subsidy, a hidden subsidy so big that it may
actually be bigger than all the farm subsidies plus
foreign aid combined. And this is perhaps the biggest reason why building-site prices have been going
up much faster than the prices of everything else.
The Douglas Commission found that from 1955 to
1965 land prices climbed six times as fast as the
index of wholesale commodity prices."
exemptions on new construction when the government
wants to encourage some favoured project, leaving the
burden to be borne by others, increasing their improvement tax.
The Tax Foundation reported that most of the federal urban redevelopment subsidies had gone into the
pockets of the owners of slum property by raising the
price of slum land and have done little to improve the
condition of the people in the slums. The reasons why
the panelists thought site-value rating should be taxed
much more heavily include the following:
T o help pay the cost of local government including
the cost of public improvements that make the location
valuable; to offset the cost of untaxing improvements,
the proceeds from which amounts to 87 per cent of
their revenue; to slow down the place of land-price inflation; to exert economic pressure on the owners of
under-used and mis-used land; to allow cities to expand without urban sprawl and premature sub-division engendered by land speculation which forces home
builders and industry to leap-frog further and further
out into the countryside in quest of cheaper land; to
stop the capitalization into higher land values of the
multi-billion-dollar urban renewal subsidies.
The Report examines the economic and social effects
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"TV7ITH land prices for building soaring 8 to 15
"
per cent a year, millions of idle acres are
now so under-assessed and under-taxed that the
owner can hold $1 million worth of the market for
a property tax cost of as low as $5,000 a year, with
up to 77 per cent of that $5,000 deductible from his
federal income tax."
of property taxation over a wide field, including town
planning, public works, traffic and roads, the growth
and renewal of cities, densities, employment, industry
and housing.
Other sections of the Report deal with schools
and education, municipal costs, federal aid, poverty,
etc.
Among those contributing to the research on the property tax were Prof. Dick Netzer for the Brookings
Institution and the National Commission on Urban
Problems; Professor Lowell Harris for the United
States Chamber of Commerce and the Tax Foundation;
and Professor Mason Gaffney for the Urban Land Institute, the Lincoln Foundation and the Schalkenbach
Foundation.
This 50-page report is excellently reproduced with
graphs and charts and is presented in a most readable
form.
*

No Land

•

•

Shortage

T T IS R E M A R K A B L E how readily myths can flourish
-^even in this supposedly enlightened age. The rule
seems to be that if one says anything often enough and
loudly enough people will cease to question it. Thus the
declaration that Britain is overcrowded and that the
only answer is to build upwards has been made so
frequently—mainly by architects and planners with a
taste for tower blocks—that it has come to be accepted
as a mere statement of the obvious.
In fact it is not obvious; it is wildly inaccurate. Some
of the facts about Britain worth remembering are:
The United Kingdom has an overall density of one
person to the acre.
Of the total land area, 80 per cent is still given over
to agriculture, and only eight per cent is urbanised.
The annual requirement of land for new development,
whether housing or factories or roads, is so small that
it will take twenty years at the present rate to cut down
the farming area by five per cent. In that time agricultural
production will increase by many times that percentage.
The actual amount of derelict land in Britain is on the
increase. About 150,000 acres are derelict now and that
total is increasing by 3,500 acres a year.
So much for the terrible pressure of population Oil the
supply of available land,
Andrew Alexander in Marley News Spring 1969,
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all taxes; but as most cities apply it today it may well
be the very worst—a weird combination of overtaxation and under-taxation, an incentive tax for what
we don't want and a disincentive tax for what we do
want. It harnesses the profit motive backward instead
of forward to both urban renewal and urban development. Too often it makes it more profitable to misuse and under-use land than to use it wisely and fully,
more profitable to let the buildings decay than to improve them or replace them."
This is one of the conclusions arrived at by the participants of the two-day seminar on "Financing our
Urban Needs" held recently in the U.S.A. as reported exclusively in Nations's Cities* March, 1969
Too few tax levyers seem to understand that the
property tax is not just one tax but two opposite and
conflicting taxes, says the Report,—two taxes whose
consequences for urban renewal and urban development
* Nation's Business, 1612 K. Street, W.W. Washington D.C.
20006. Reprints of the Report may be obtained through
Robert Schalkenbach Foundation. 50 E 69th St., New York,
N Y 10021 U.S.A. or from Land & Liberty Press Ltd.,
177 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, S.W.I, (not priced).
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One of these is the tax which falls on improvements acting as a disincentive, and the other is the
local, or site-value tax, which is independent of what
has been done to the site, but is relevant to its potential,
having regard for its environment which reflects "an
enormous investment of other people's money and
other taxpayers' money to create the community around
it and make the location accessible, livable and richly
saleable," The incentive effect of location taxes is to
put effective pressure on the owners to put their sites
to better use.
In spite of this obvious economic lesson, says the
Report, almost every city collects two or three times as
much money from taxes on improvements as from
taxes on land.
A three per cent tax a year on improvements, it is
explained, can be misleading when compared with income tax, sales tax and similar taxes. This is because
the improvement tax is expressed as a percentage of
capital value, whereas income tax is a percentage of
annual income.
T h e tax on building and improvements is restated in
terms of income tax, sales tax and consumer taxes, revealing the enormity of the improvement tax:
"First, in income tax terms:
A three per cent of true value tax on improvements
is apt to tax away 75 per cent of the net income a
new building would otherwise earn.
"And now in sales tax terms:
A three per cent of true value tax on improvements,
is the instalment plan equivalent of a 52 per cent sales
tax; i.e., it will cost the improver as much as a 52 per
cent lump sum sales tax would cost him if he could
finance it at five per cent interest over the sixty-year
life of the improvement.
"And finally in consumer tax terms:
A three per cent of true value tax on improvements

"'T'ODAY, most local governments assess and tax
un-used, under-used and mis-used land so
lightly that the tax makes the owners repay only a
trifling share (perhaps five per cent) of the community investment that multiplied the value of their
land. The other 95 per cent they are free to capitalise into higher and higher land prices."
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Review
and
Reflection

IT IS YOU

BY
ROBERT CLANCY

' " T ' A T TVAM ASI—it is you," is an old Hindu saying,
1 and refers to the sense of one's identity with all else
in the universe, so strong in the lore of India. We might
ponder this a little in trying to understand the behaviour
of some people in the world who bewilder and antagonise
us.
A terrible deed is committed. We are shocked, and
demand punishment. But when the full story is unravelled, we begin to understand. So it has been with the
unfolding of Sirhan Sirhan's story during his trial for
the murder of Robert F. Kennedy. Sirhan's background
and experiences show that he was reacting above all as a
human being. He is still guilty, but something has rubbed
off and whispered to us disconcertingly "it is you."
Recently an interesting article appeared in the press
by John Braine, author of Room at the Top, explaining
why he had switched from a belief in socialism to belief
in conservatism. He revolted against what seems to be
the "it is you" philosophy in socialism, that is, "the
Left article of faith to be summed up in the phrase,
'We are all guilty'." The Pennine Moor murder case,
says Braine, rid him forever of this belief. "When I was
told, in one article, that those who wished to hang Myra
Hindley and Ian Brady were guilty in exactly the same
way, then something snapped inside my b r a i n . . . I
could only be held guilty for actions which either I had
personally committed or which I had given my authority
for or which I had allowed to be committed, having the
authority to prevent them."
This was the "key log," says Braine, in his switch
from socialism to conservatism. Often it happens that
when one switches from one extreme he goes to the
other extreme. On his way from Left to Right, it is a pity
that Braine missed some important points.
The postulate of socialism that one has to make an
admission of personal guilt for every dark deed in this
world is, of course, artificial, ridiculous and impossible
to sustain. But just as bad is its opposite belief, to put on
blinkers, to stone sinners, to be well fed and yet to condemn the behaviour of a hungry man.
In his transition, Braine missed a whole spectrum,
including the meaning of "There but for the grace of
God go I." The point is not that I am I and he is he, and
he did it, not I, The point is that "he" is a human being
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reacting to circumstances—and if I were to experience all
those circumstances, I cannot swear that I would not
behave in the same fashion. Although we are all different,
we are also similar in a fundamental way, and this is
what makes possible a science of human b e h a v i o u r including economics—which deals with the traits and
tendencies we all have in common.
People are more susceptible to their immediate social
environment than they realize or are willing to admit.
"We catch our manners from one another as we catch
colds," says Shakespeare. From a distance and surrounded by people who agree with us, we deplore the racial
policies of South Africa. But the South Africans speak of
"boat converts," quondam liberals who migrate to that
country and adopt its racial mores with astonishing
alacrity.
John Braine was sure he would not have been a Nazi
if he had been in Hitler's Germany. How can any one be
sure? Recently a music critic discussed the release of a
record of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, the work of a
celebrated conductor under Hitler's regime, recorded live.
The reviewer was horrified to note that one could hear
coughs, etc., in the audience. Those were Nazi coughs!
How could such creatures sit and listen to such sublime
music—the same music we enjoy? How indeed? Beethoven was German, Schiller was German, and the Nazis
were sure they were the bearers of this superior culture
to the world.
When one is surrounded by people of a particular sort,
one tries almost unconsciously to please and not to
appear to be too "far out," for that is one of the basic
traits of man, the social animal. I have seen an implacable
foe of communism, finding himself at a social gathering
with a group of Russian officials, behave in a conciliatory fashion, wishing to say or do nothing to offend
them. Tat tvam asi\
Braine's rule for acceptance of guilt is worth noting in
one respect and that is when one gives authority for a
bad deed, or having the authority, does not use it properly. In a sense, we the people are guilty for the dreadful
things done by our governments. Most new legislation
arouses our disgust, but have we done all that is needed
to make the laws the way we want them?
During the Nazi occupation of Paris, a gauleiter who
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fancied himself an art connoisseur visited Picasso. There
in the master's studio was his newly-finished painting
"Guernica," prompted by the Fascist bombing of that
sad Spanish town. The gauleiter managed to murmur a
compliment: "That is a fine painting you have done."

Picasso turned to him and said coldly: "I didn't do it;
you did."
The next time our legislators come up with an idiotic
law, if we can say "They didn't do it, I did," we will be
one step closer to reform.

Polities of Urban
Planning

suspicious of the market, create their own monopoly
in the form of publicly-subsidized and publicly-built
housing. This often falls far short of the standards really
desired, eliminates choice, warps the economic structure
and provides measurable results only for the lucky
recipients. Still the dream remains unfulfilled.

PETER

RHODES

A

SK ANYONE what they consider to be the first
need of every family and the answer is likely to be
"somewhere decent and pleasant to live." In a society
in which nearly everyone has what the sociologists call
"middle class aspirations" the desire for a home is
readily understood.
These aspirations are being capitalized by politicians
throughout the western world. "Homes for everyone"
is the tune played upon the vote-enticing drum, and all
parties are committed to urban planning, offering a
brighter vision for future generations. Smokeless cities,
free-flowing traffic, idyllic park lands, thriving centres
and cheap public transport are dangled like mirages
before the electorate.
Mr. and Mrs. Everybody have long been encouraged
to believe that everyone has a right to a modern house
or appliance-packed bungalow. They see themselves
and their children leading the lives of happy elegant
families like those in television advertisements. Their
prime ambition, it would seem, is to emulate the lives
of the Californian extroverts featured in films. Such is
the substance of dreams. To the successful middle class
homeowner, however, the picture is a different one.
Encumbered by a mortgage which may account for
40 per cent, of his salary, the home-owner probably
spends his summer evenings in the garden with his lawn
mower. Most likely he thinks about how he is going to
finance the family vacation, a replacement car, central
heating for the winter, and new autumn outfits for his
offspring. He is also likely to be troubled by distracting
thoughts on rates, taxes and hire purchase commitments.
So we find that most of those who are striving for the
accepted "better things in life" will obtain them only at
a cost of great personal effort, no mean sacrifice and
continuing future obligations. Nevertheless, the vision
is so pure that to many millions of people its achievement
has become the prime aim in life.
Politicians of the Right traditionally base their faith
on the market mechanism. When the market impetus
slows down as land prices soar they leap to the rescue
with tax concessions, subsidies and grants. In the long
run these only have the effect of increasing land prices.
The politicians of the Left, however, being inherently
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Yet another planner's "utopia" has recently been
inflicted on a community—this time in New South Wales.
The publication of the Sydney Regional Plan towards
the end of last year was followed three days later by an
announcement by the State Planning Authority of large
immediate "releases" of non-urban land on the edge of
existing developed areas. While political consideration
is to be given in some form to the resultant change in
the value of land, the large developers and speculators
are moving in.
Whatever the merits of the plan (and some say that
it has few, if any), the end result must be higher priced
'housing. Fortunately, in New South Wales the rating
of site values tends to lower land prices to some extent,
but the tax rates do not rise as fast as land prices. It still
pays large companies to hold land vacant in the hope of
increasing future returns.
From current reports it seems that the possible use of
a Betterment Levy to recoup some of the land profits
has been discarded following the miserable British
experience. As Mr. J. M. Pullen wrote in the Australian
Planning Institute Journal last year: "One thing is certain
—a betterment levy operating in isolation is impracticable and to have any chance of success it must be combined with an extensive use of compulsory purchase,
with the emphasis being on the latter." The Planning
Commission, it seems, has ruled out such a combination,
which in any event has little prospect of making land
cheaper to buy. The advantages offered by the release of
more land are inevitably seized by land owners or
speculators leaving the would-be homeowner in the same

position as before. Meanwhile homes are becoming
progressively more expensive and the dreams engendered by the politics of land-use planning dissolve
into harsh reality.
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How to get rid of a Contract
—by Tax Evasion
Dr. D.
"V^OU HAVE SIGNED—in a moment of weakness—
a contract that turned out to be rather troublesome.
Now you want to get rid of that burden. But your
lawyer says that the contract is valid, foolproof, unequivocal and that there are no loopholes . . . So you
are in a fix, to be sure. But ask your tax-adviser! He
will help you. There is a clause in the contract with
the help of which income tax could be evaded. This
clause will enable you to find a way out.
This valuable lesson was given in a judgment of the
Israel Supreme Court on October 30, 1968, in the case
of Sivan vs. Reisman. It could have been the decision
of any supreme court, of France, of the U.S.A., of
Japan, or wherever you like, for contracts are contracts
and income tax is income tax, the world over.
Sivan, an employer, and Reisman, an employee,
signed an agreement whereby Sivan would employ*
Reisman on trial for six months at a salary of I£ 650
net, plus I£ 150 expenses. Reisman worked for only
two months and was then dismissed by Sivan. He thereupon sued his employer for compensation and was
awarded two months' salary, that is I£ 1300, by the
Haifa District Court. Sivan contended that the agreement was null and void because its aim was to evade
income tax, but the Court dismissed this on the grounds
that Reisman had not been aware of its illegality.
Sivan lodged an appeal to the Supreme Court,
which allowed the appeal. The Supreme Court said:
"The rule is that it is completely irrelevant
whether a party to an illegal agreement is aware of
its illegality, the very illegality of the agreement being
sufficient to make it null and void."
As to Reisman's argument that the parties had not
been in pari delicto and that, therefore, his claim for
salary should not be disqualified, the Court said that
it could not be accepted for two reasons:
"First, the fault of both parties is said to be unequal when one party sins and the other is innocent,
not when the fault of one party is less than the fault
of the other. In the case under consideration, the employee had also been an offender, even if a lesser one,
as he had abetted Sivan in his desire to evade paying
the income tax on his salary.
"Secondly, the distinction between the 'sinning' party
and the 'innocent* party is expressed in the fact that
the sinning party cannot rely on the illegal contract in
order to have Its terms enforced, nor on the illegality
of the contract in order to have it invalidated, whereas
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the innocent party can rely on the illegality of the contract in order to have it invalidated. Neither of the
parties, however, whether at fault or innocent, can rely
on an illegal contract as a cause of action for its enforcement."
See what I mean? By his "sin" against the income
tax office, Sivan got rid of the unpleasant agreement
and of the unwelcome employee!
Let us look at the matter from a wider angle. The
community needs money, so you have to contribute your
fair share. The size of your share might be the subject
matter of your dispute with the community, but you
should not be entitled to use, abuse or misuse your obligation to pay taxes in order to achieve this or that
business purpose. But if you do so—if you apply the
fine points of the law in your favour—who is to blame,
you or the income tax law?
Certainly the law is to blame; but it is not any particular poorly-worded section of the law, it is the income tax law as such that is to blame. A good tax law
does not enable the taxpayer to play such tricks on a
contracting party. The income tax law does enable him
to do so, and therefore it is a bad law.
Now you might say that this applies to all and any
tax law. In fact, all known taxes and rates, duties and
fees lend themselves to such malpractices, (All except
two taxes which we shall discuss later on.)
If Mr. Sivan were an importer and Mr Reisman an
exporter, the same thing could happen in respect of
customs-duty. If they were manufacturer and wholesalers, respectively, it could happen with regard to purchase tax; and so with land transfer fees, land increment duty and so on.
If you are inclined to disregard such, allegedly, rare
instances of civil cases involving tax evasion, look at
tax evasion itself! You are free and entitled to avoid
income tax by any lawful means, and if your act
amounts to tax evasion, not simply tax avoidance, you
have a more than fair chance to go scot-free because it
is often exceedingly difficult to distinguish between
them.
Lord Justice Green has said that everybody is free to
choose the best way of running his business so as not to
attract income tax, and the same applies to customs
duty. There was the famous case of the chocolate bunnies. A British manufacturer produced them, put red
ribbons around their necks, and sent them to the
U.S.A, During a whole decade the importer was not
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ordered to pay customs duty on the bunnies. But then
an over-zealous official discovered that they were not
chocolate pure and simple, but works of art, because
of the said red ribbons, and works of art were liable to
duty. But both the importer and the manufacturer outwitted him. The bunnies were returned to England. There
they were stripped of their ribbons. Then the bunnies
were sent stark naked to the U.S.A., and the ribbons
were sent by separate mail. Both parcels passed the customs without any duty being imposed. The importer
simply put the ribbons back again on the naked bunnies
and made a handsome profit.
The real structural flaw in all these tax laws is the
fact that the tax is raised on a certain "occasion." In
the case of income tax, the "occasion" is your making a profit, your getting paid for work, your receiving dividends or interest. In the case of customs duty
the occasion is your bringing certain articles into the
country. With other taxes, the occasion is your selling
or buying a thing, your building a house, your letting
a flat, etc.
Now it is the very nature of an occasion that you
are free to avoid it. Bunnies with ribbons represent the
occasion? Very well, you will send bunnies without
ribbons, and ribbons without bunnies. The sale of land
is the occasion to pay land increment duty? Then you
avoid it by giving the land on lease for 999 years. And
if letting land is declared to be an "occasion," you will
simply permit use of the land in consideration of the
lessee's handing over to you 500 cows, etc. There is no
need to mention the countless ways of avoiding the
"occasion" of income tax such as by using expense
accounts and the like. Everybody knows them.
Taxes built on "occasions" have no "announcement value" or, at best, a rather low one. This means
that you are free to give the occasion or not to give it.
Consequently, nobody, neither the official nor the taxpayer, obtains from the law a clear announcement in
advance as to how much ought to be paid, and whether it should be paid at all.
A responsible statesman ought to discover taxes the
incidence of which cannot be altered by the taxpayer's
acts or omissions, i.e., taxes not built on "occasions."
Such taxes have a high announcement value.
Land-value taxation has the highest possible announcement value. Its distribution value is exceedingly high because it is proportionate to "benefit received." Land
value rises precisely in the same manner as the
level of production, the execution of useful public
works, the improvement of communications, the concentrations of working people in a given area. Whoever
enjoys this land value (or its equivalent in money),
ought to pay a corresponding portion of the public
burden. This is the only just and fair distribution of
that burden. "Ability to pay" is not the answer because a tax on ability reduces the effective ability and
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energy of the taxpayer, which a good statesman does not
want to do.
The announcement value of the land-value tax is one
hundred per cent. Nobody can alter the value of the
land he owns by any means whatever. There is no
"occasion" at all. If the annual value of your land is
£X you have to pay, under this system, a predetermined percentage of this value, and it makes no difference
whether or not you build on the land, mortgage it, or
do nothing at all with it, the law says that you have to
pay x per cent of the value, so there is a clear and
unequivocal

announcement.

A n d even a p o e t could n o t

imagine Mr. Sivan using a tax on land values as a way
of getting rid of Mr. Reisman!

#

Feudalism
Ancient and
Modern

NICHOLAS BILITCH
' T H R O U G H O U T Asia and Latin America, revolt,
rebellion and revolution are commonplace, and in
some of the countries of these two continents a landless
peasantry is in virtual political control. Contrary to
Marxist prophecy, it is the rural areas where Marxist
ideas have taken root, Russia and China being the classic
cases. The distinction between agricultural and industrial lands is, in economic and social terms, invalid,
and the pursuit of bogus arguments which embody such
a distinction leads to the promulgation of policies
which never get to the root of the problem.
Land reformers have no need of recourse to theory in
pressing their case. The voluminous evidence from
visitors to Latin America and Asia confirming the existence of large-scale land ownership with crushing
poverty of the landless is in itself sufficient argument for
restoring the land back to the people. The same basic
situation occurs also in the U.S.A., where we may
observe the growing poverty and despair of the urban
poor, who have to contend with the effects of rising land
values, increasing prices, low wages and inflation, much
of the latter often due to the enormous government
expenditure involved in "poverty programmes" ostensibly designed to alleviate the plight of the negro and
America's other poor.
The latest (and one of the best) contributions to the
land question is a book of some 457 pages by Doreen
Warriner*. The author has been studying land reform
for at least twenty-five years and knows her subject,
having visited Iraq, Iran, India, Brazil, Chile, Venezuela,
Egypt and other countries, to study land tenure systems

*Land Reform in Principle and Practice by Doreen Warriner,
Oxford University Press, 63s.
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and to compare the effects of programmes of alleged
reform in the countries she has chosen for special study.
Early in her book she notes the absence of feudalism
in those places where "reform" is changing the existing
system of land tenure. "Whatever governments are
abolishing, it is not tenure-in-fief... The land is not
owned by military aristocracies holding rights of ownership in land and jurisdiction over its inhabitants under
obligation of military service to an overlord; and for the
most part has never been so owned . . . As Adam Smith
said, feudal law did not create large proprietors or their
rights of jurisdiction. The real purpose of tenure-in-fief
was to define and limit the rights and powers of landholders—it was, in effect, a sort of land reform. What is
wrong with many modern land systems is that the land is
held under no sort of obligation."
This total absence of a true feudal system is emphasized
at some length in the chapter on Principles, and in carefully defining the true and proper meaning of feudalism
as applied to land tenure, the author has highlighted the
essential and all-important difference between land held
with a n d without

Land

Reform

in Principle

and Practice

is c o n c e r n e d

almost exclusively with agricultural land; even so, it is a
valuable contribution to our knowledge of land tenure
and agrarian reform and gives an insight into the problems involved in the efforts of governments to come to
grips with the pernicious consequences arising from the
private monopoly of land, which has enslaved whole
peoples leaving them impoverished and ripe for some
future collectivist vassalage.

E

VEN in Hell the peasant will have to serve the
landlord, for while the landlord is boiling in a
cauldron the peasant will have to put wood under it.—
Russian proverb.

o b l i g a t i o n . I n her w o r d s , " T h e e l e m e n t s

of reciprocal obligation are lacking between land owner
and state and between land owner and serfs." This
abrogation of any obligation to the community has
resulted in the debasement of capital and labour, leading
to a kind of "quasi-feudalism" or "capitalistic-feudalism"
where "the manorial lord (or tribal chief) has repudiated
his economic responsibility vis-a-vis the community
and has become an individual capitalist, exercising only
the prerogatives but not the duties of his position."
This quasi—or capitalistic—feudalism has often
produced a hybrid modern feudalist businessman who
flies out daily to his estate from a city residence, so that
any sharp distinction between feudal and capitalistic
ownership is blurred—almost impossible of definition.
"What exists," says Doreen Warriner, "is a mixture,
with the evils of both and the merits of neither."
Where land reform has been undertaken, recourse to
expediency has resulted in some bizzare consequences.

Large land-holders having been expropriated, the land is
then parcelled out to peasants—holdings being limited
to between 50 and 300 acres. The all-important rental
element having been ignored, the new owner cultivates
the land to meet his own needs in consumption and ex56

change, the result often being an overall drop in agricultural yield, requiring the importation of food to feed
the urban masses who have not shared in the so-called
land reform. In Brazil, when there is a big rice harvest,
the government stock-piles rice to keep up the price.
The result is increased production benefiting no-one—
farmer or urban poor.

(Continued from page 57)
is its valuation methods. Since, initially, the system must
be a crude one, because of limitations of skilled staff and
valuers, all land is to be graded into one of five rating
values, having regard to water availability, soil classification and location. The calculation of tax will be made on
electronic processing equipment and billed automatically
according to tax rate, value factor and site area. The
whole process will be controlled by the Revenue Department of the Ministry of Finance.
There can be no doubt that the Afghan Government
has taken a bold step in calling upon the technical skills
available and setting up what could well become a model
for all developing countries. In a very few years the
wisdom of this move should be evident and measurable
in economic performance. It is indeed encouraging to
find such a story in a small but enterprising country,
which, before the ravishings of the Mongolian armies of
Genghis Khan and Tamerlane, was one of the most
fertile countries in the world.
These three papers illustrate the varying degrees of
sophistication in land registration. They also illustrate
the paramount importance of cadastral surveys in land
taxation. Afghanistan and Australia have had the
benefit of both.
Who knows when either measure will become a
practical reality in Britain? As Mr. Ruoff has pointed
out, as far as Britain is concerned, compulsory registration, when extended to the whole country, will not of
itself ensure that all land is registered, since this occurs
only on transfer. In his own words, "Some land never
has and never will change hands."
It certainly will not without land-value taxation!
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LAND REGISTRATION: BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA AFGHANISTAN

An Afghan

Lesson

P. Ri. HUDSON
This is the third article in a series highlighting some of the points made in papers presented at the conference of the International Federation of Surveyors, 1968.
T A N D REGISTRATION is essential for the ad•*—'ministration of a land taxation system, and it can
also be a great aid to conveyancing.
The modern history of land registration in Britain
began with the Land Registry Act of 1862, it was not
until 1897 that compulsory registration was introduced,
and even then it applied only to the City of London.
Progress was relatively slow, but with the publication of
National Grid plans for the whole of the country in
1946, it became easier to extend the system. By 1964
compulsory registration had been extended to an area
containing about 11.5 million people, and the present
programme of expansion of H.M. Land Registry envisages that by 1973 most of the urban areas will be
covered, embracing a population of about 38 million.
According to Mr. T. B. F. Ruoff( 1 ) there are now
more than 2.75 million titles on the register and property
worth more than £500 million is being registered annually—transactions worth £1.25 million a day. Ordnance Survey maps (mainly at a scale of 1/1250 in urban
areas) are now progressively revised, and to assist the
Land Registry the survey staff are making more than
17,000 special surveys every year to clarify recent changes
arising from new developments or to verify earlier work.
In a predominantly urban country like Britain survey
maps must provide the basis for registration. Expansion
of the system depends on the employment of trained
staff, and in this respect the Land Registry is subject to
some extent to the vicissitudes of government economic
policies.
*

*

*

2

In Australia( ) land registration was put on a firm
footing in 1858 by Sir Robert Torrens, who introduced
in South Australia a system which was to become widely
recognised as reliable, simple, cheap and speedy. Other
States quickly followed. Under this system, no transaction can become effective until it is entered on an
official record kept by the State. Once this has been
done it cannot be upset. Registration requires two
documents—an original kept by the Office of Titles, and
open for public inspection, and a duplicate kept by the
owner. Each document contains details of ownership
and a description of the land with full reference to

easements, encumbrances and other conditions. A map
shows the position of the plot by reference to common
boundaries. The system also provides for the registration
of property units in three dimensions, i.e. it provides for
flats and maisonettes.
*

*

An interesting feature of this imaginative programme
(<Continued

l

( ) English Registered Titles to Land and Function of Ordnance
Survey Maps, T. B. Ruoff (U.K.).
(*)Land Tenure in Australia, R . J. Love (Australia).
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In contrast with the long development of the English
and Australian system, Afghanistan( 3 ) has recently
embarked on an ambitious programme to secure the
registration of its 234,000 square miles of territory.
This is a formidable task in a country of fourteen
million people, of whom about one sixth are nomadic.
Advised by the United States Agency for International
Development, assisted by technical direction from the
Public Administration Service of Chicago, and further
helped by the U.S. Peace Corps, the Royal Government
of Afghanistan has set up a new legal and administrative
system to bring some order into a land tenure system of
religious deeds recorded by magistrates and of unrecorded transfers made by mutual agreement of interested parties in the presence of village elders.
The three-fold purpose of the cadastral survey is to
identify boundaries and minimise disputes; to improve
the land tax administration and increase revenue; and to
provide statistics for development programmes.
Describing the method of approach, Mr. L. A. Dove
pointed out that the registration will be undertaken in
two stages; the first objective is to establish temporary
registers to assist in resolving boundary and ownership
declarations and the second objective will be the establishment of a permanent register.
All agricultural land in Afghanistan is subject to land
tax but until 1968 taxes were assessed only on land
declared by the owners. It is thought that less than half
the arable land is now included on the tax rolls, but with
the extension of the survey and improved administration,
it will be practicable to raise as much as twenty per cent,
of all government revenues from land tax. This registration of land for tax purposes will in itself assist the
clarification of ownership since the payment of tax
without dispute will serve as strong evidence to the
courts in any legal determinations.

3

( )A Cadastral Survey Programme
Dove (U.S.A.).

on page 56)

for Afghanistan,
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BOOK REVIEWS
ROY DOUGLAS

A Lead for
Liberals

T

O M A N Y PEOPLE the case
for free trade and sound money
will be entirely new, but nearly everyone will find some new arguments
for a free economy in the context of
the modern world in a new IEA
publication. Rebuilding
Order*

the

Liberal

This booklet contains the texts of
three speeches—one by the Earl of
Cromer, former Governor of the
Bank of England, one by Professor
Harry G. Johnson, who combines the
Chairs of Economics at the London
School of Economics and the University of Chicago, and one from
Mr. D. H. Barran, Chairman of
Shell Transport and Trading. The
speeches were delivered at a dinner
attended by two hundred academics
and businessmen early this year.
We often bemoan the fallacies and
stupidities of much modern economic "thought," but the fact that the
arguments contained in this publication can now be advanced with
impunity by men of the highest
distinction is an indication that ideas
are beginning to move again towards
the doctrines of the free economy.
Ten years ago the propagation of
such ideas by men of such calibre
would have been most unlikely;
twenty years ago it would have been
unthinkable. The fact that it has
now happened is to no small extent
due to the wonderful spadework
done by the Institute of Economic
Affairs, and it is appropriate that it
should be they by whom the dinner
was organised and the booklet
published.
There will be some people, no
doubt, who will protest that most of
the arguments are essentially adaptations of those that exist in the writings of George, or Ricardo, or even
Adam Smith. This is true enough,
but it misses the point. Men with
exceptional minds embrace ideas
because they are convincing; most
people embrace ideas because they
are fashionable among the recognised
112

leaders of thought of the day. Even
people who are willing to flout
fashion are usually unwilling to
express views which do not receive
the imprimatur of some really firstrate minds. The Wealth of Nations
was published in 1776; the Corn
Laws were not repealed until seventy
years later, when a combination of
fashion and panic forced the hand
of the government. The protectionist
reaction of the first world war and
after did not come because new
circumstances or new arguments had
made free trade inapplicable, but
again because of a combination of
fashion and panic.
We want people to do the right
thing; but we must not hope that
masses of people will do so for the
right reasons. Lord Cromer and his
distinguished associates are, of
course, doing the right thing for the
right reasons. Others, no doubt,will
follow them, for all the wrong
reasons.
We should rejoice at the indications here provided that unilateral
free trade and the simple morality
of a sound, freely-convertible pound
are again coming into fashion. But
we should do more. We should
consider how best to disseminate this
excellent fashion among others, and
ponder how other ideas that we
hold—like the taxation of land
values—may again be rendered
fashionable.
*

*

*

Some of the "uneconomic" policies
pursued by poorer countries call to
mind the story of the man who sees
his rich neighbour get drunk and draws
the conclusion that he can become
rich by getting drunk. Such an argument is particularly persuasive for
people inclined to dipsomania. —
Professor Harry G. Johnson.
* Rebuilding

the Liberal Order by D . H .

Barran, Harry G. Johnson and the
Earl of Cromer. Occasional Paper 27.
Institute of Economic Affairs, 5s. Od.
(32 pp.).
KEEP T H I N K I N G
T ^ E S P O T I S M begins from
the time people stop thinking of compulsion from above
as evil, and begin to regard it
as normal.

Uneconomic
Education

P

ERHAPS the most serious
criticism that may properly be
levelled against Economic
Aspects
of Student

Unrest*

is t h e choice of

title, for only about two pages in all
relate directly to student unrest,
although it is arguable that the whole
text has an indirect bearing on the
problem. A more felicitous and
descriptive title might be "University
Economics."
It is inevitable that a product of
the Institute of Economic Affairs
should make considerable and useful
reference to the special problems of
the "Free University," in which so
many of the leading IEA figures are
strongly interested, but much valuable light is also thrown on general
problems of university economics,
and some important proposals are
made.
The most original of these is a
completely new approach to the
matter of student and university
grants. At present the universities
receive large contributions direct
from the state. Under the PeacockCulyer scheme, the students would
receive grants for tuition as well as
grants for other expenses, and the
students would pay their university.
In other words, the economics of the
universities would be geared to the
demands of the consumer, rather
than to the satisfaction of the producer.
There are plenty of other stimulating suggestions; which should be
examined in the original rather than
in a review, but what is of particular
interest is the way in which the
authors seek to apply the principles
of market economy to university
education. We may not be completely satisfied with all the suggestions but the authors bring powerful
and original minds to bear on a very
pertinent problem.
* Economic Aspects of Student Unrest b^

Professor Alan T. Peacock and A. J.
Culyer. Occasional Paper 26. Institute
of Economic Affairs, 3s. 6d.
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE
REFORM GROUP

Man
On

FRANK

A

N I M A L , WILD, obeying only
the Laws of Nature: animate
being born free and with all the resources of the earth at his disposal
but alleged to be devoid of reason;
nevertheless having horse sense
enough to prevent any of his species
from monopolising these resources;
he lives independently, and, able to
enjoy the full fruits of his exertions,
and benefiting from the experience
of his errors, gradually rises in the
scale of evolution from the collectivist or uniform condition to the
individualist or diverse condition;
co-operating naturally, and rejecting
compulsory organisation, he can
never be induced to wage mass war
against others of his own species.

DUPUIS

strife; by delegating power to his
rulers over his mind and body he
destroys his individuality and gradually sinks back into collectivist
uniformity.
CHURCHES:
religious bodies
which on some occasions in the past
have recalled man's attention to the
eternal verities and the supremacy
of the moral law in earthly affairs,
despite the popular idols of the time
and persecution by those in power,
but whose top-ranking leaders now
perform mental gymnastics that
might make a scrupulous layman
gasp; while proclaiming an omniscient Creator and a bountiful
Providence, and asserting that the
earth is the Lord's gift to all men,
they are silent on how this gift is
denied and they condone or support all the politicians' efforts to
violate the laws of Providence in
attempting to deal with the effects
of this denial; having thus implied
that religious precepts are irrelevant
to modern conditions, so that religious influence declines, they seek
to restore it by merger operations,
as if a shrinking market can be expanded by limiting consumer choice.

A N I M A L , HUMAN,
or, ironically, Homo Sapiens: species of animal born free, with all the resources
of the earth at his disposal, and
alleged to be endowed with the
power of reason, but evidently bent
on using it to his own destruction;
having through successive stages
allowed the more powerful members
of his species to monopolise his
living space and resources, instead
of demanding the restoration of this
right, essential to all other rights,
he imposes the Great Taboo upon
himself never to discuss the subC O M P E T I T I O N , IN A
FREE
ject; faced with such problems as
SOCIETY:
open rivalry by prounnatural poverty and unemployducers and traders to supply every
ment and forbidden to investigate
consumer, in a free market, with the
the cause, he abandons elementary
goods and services he requires at
common sense in seeking relief by
the lowest cost; thus of benefit to
expedients based on the principle
everybody; therefore denounced as
that if everybody can exploit everywasteful, chaotic, and selfish.
body, everybody will be better !•"
<:t - '
off; he assumes that the more his
C O M P E T I T I O N , IN A MONOefforts are impeded by artificial resPOLISTIC SOCIETY:
the rat race
trictions the more he will be able to
to obtain by any means privileges at
produce, and the more the natural
the expense of consumers; thus to
reward of his exertions is confiscated
the detriment of everybody; thereby unjust taxation the more prosperfore extolled as orderly marketing,
ous he will become; instead of destreamlining production, eliminating
manding the natural freedom to cowaste, etc., and not called comoperate peacefully he submits to
petition.
compulsory organisation leading inevitably to sectional and national
(to be continued)
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Equality.

A Price for our
Pricing).

Roads

Make
it
radio).

(on

Legal

(on road
commercial

Plough Them Under (on the Potato
Marketing Board).
The Return
of
punishment)).

Retribution

(on

Sold (on council housing).
The Worst They Can Get
With (on telephones).

Away

Freedom in Exile (No. 1 revised by
Allan Steward).
Return to Lender (on financing university education.)
Go to Work on the Egg Board (on
the F.gg Marketing Board).

Special Papers
As I Was Saying (on tax increases).
The Cost of an Aircraft
(on defence spending).

Carrier

Will to Win (on local government
elections).
AH the above publications are
available at 6d., post free from:
Cllr. Douglas C. Mason, "Granville," Largo Road, St. Andrews,
Fife.

BOOKS RECEIVED
Towards an Independent
University
by H. S. Ferns. Occasional
Paper 25. Institute of Economic
Affairs, 5s. Od.
Money in Boom and Slump by A.
Walters. Hobart Paper 44. Institute of Economic Affairs,
7s. 6d.
Freedom
and Reality by Enoch
Powell. B. T. Batsford, Ltd.,
35s.
Private Capital for New Towns by
A. G. Ling, James Rouse, W. A.
West, Marian Bowley, Nathaniel
Lichfield. Preface by F. G . Pennance, I.E.A. Occasional Paper
28. 7s. 6d.
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Miscellany
Respectable Profits
in the U.S.S.R.
r p H E A D O P T I O N of what they
considered to be the "bourgeois
sin" of working for profits and encouraging enterprise initiative was
being opposed by "old guard"
bureaucrats and party theoreticians,
said Aleksandr M. Birman, writing
in a Soviet journal. ( T h e New York
'Times, March 6.)
A prominent economist attached
tol the Plekhanov School of Economics, Mr. Birman said that he
prevailing conservative mentality
would have to be eradicated before
the economic reforms, initiated in
1965, could operate effectively.
About 26,000 Soviet enterprises
have adopted the new, liberal "market" approach, representing 72 per
cent of goods produced and 80 per
cent of profits.

Land Speculators At Odds
T A N D O W N E R S are being told by
the
Country
Landowners
Association that it would be unwise to sell land with potential development value to the Land Commission, reports The Daily Telegraph, March 18. The Association
accuses the Commission of setting
itself on the way to becoming "one
of the largest of all speculators in
land."
Members of the Association own
about fifteen million acres of agricultural land in England and Wales.
The Association says: "If land
has potential development value a
prudent owner would be unlikely or
unwilling to sell it to the Commission, but would rather hold on until the land becomes ripe for development."
Two "good reasons" were: (1)
The Opposition had repeated its
intention of abolishing the Land
Commission; and (2) betterment
levy might be reduced from 40 per
cent to 30 per cent to conform with
capital gains tax.
112

The Commission was looking for
land which had development potential in about seven to ten years'
time. An owner selling such land
to the Commission would expect to
receive the existing use value with
a i it tie over the odds. Taking into
account betterment levy, he might
sell agricultural land worth £300
an acre for £500 an acre. The levy
would reduce the price he received
to £420.
The same land held by the Commission until it had obtained planning consent would be worth a four
or even a five-figure sum per acre.

White Elephant Produces
£264,138 in Rates

N

O LESS than £300,000 will be
collected in rates on several unoccupied properties in the West
End now that Camden Council has
decided to levy half rates on their
owners from this April.
One of the buildings affected is
the imposing Centre Point, at the
junction of Oxford Street and
Tottenham Court Road. The 32floor block is valued at approximately £5 a square foot in rent, and
has remained empty for two and a
half years awaiting a client willing
to take the whole building. Other
office blocks have been let on a
floor by floor basis to bring in some
rent where it has been found difficult to let to a single client.
Centre Point has been assessed at
£317,000 gross, a rate demand of
£132,069 per half year, and Camden Council expects to collect an
even higher amount on Space
House, Kingsway, which has been
assessed at £325,000 corresponding
to rates of £135,402 per half year.
A spokesman for the Location of
Offices Bureau said there were several other empty blocks, mainly in
central London, where rents were
as high as £6 a square foot. Buildings in the City, however, where
rents reached u p to £7 a square
foot, were easier to let.

AUSTRALIA HERE
WE COME
W E A D E R S of the London Property Letter are invited to

the first property study tour of
Australia.
Those taking advantage of this
venture will be able to attend
seminars and civic receptions as
well as meet prominent bankers,
builders, accountants, solicitors,
architects and developers.
Australia has long attracted
overseas investment and is now
considered the world's fastest
developing country.
The advertisement invited prospective speculators to apply for
information on the following:
* Large tracts adjacent to
cities for major development.
* Land zoned for Shopping and
Commercial Centres.
* Important tracts of Wallum
Land offering unique tax
advantages. And Land in the
direct path of future development.

Legacy of U.S.
Land Grab

M

A N Y millions of dollars will
be awarded to 4,800 Seminole
Indians by the U.S. Federal Government for having seized 29,775,600
acres of their land in Florida in the
early nineteenth century, reports
The New York Times. The Government has admitted that what
constitutes nearly the whole of
modern Florida was acquired by
forcing two "disgraceful" treaties
on the former Indian inhabitants.
Written testimonies and oral arguments are in course of finalisation
before the Indian Claims Commission which will decide the amount
of payment to be made to the former owners. The figure will be
based on what the land was worth
at the time of expropriation. Roy
Struble, attorney for the Indians,
claims the minimum sale price per
acre was $1.25, which means the
Indians are claiming something like
$40 million.
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BOOK L I S T - I V
RECENT CONFERENCE
PAPERS
HANOVER—1959. Price 6d„ 5 cents,
each.

The Building: Land Ratio by Dr.
David B. Ascher.

The Challenge of World Problems by
Frank A. W. Lucas.

The Danish Government by Dr. Viggo

Free Trade, Free Enterprise: An

International Trade—Without Statis-

Example by a Hong Kong Correspondent.

tics by Ashley Mitchell.
Complete sets of papers (including

Population, Environment and Institutions by P. R. Hudson.
Land Rent as Public Revenue in
Australia by A. R. Hutchinson.
Henry George and Karl Marx: Thirty
Years After by F. McEachran.
State Leaseholds: the Basis for Land

also Contrasting Philosophies of
East and West by R. J. Rennie,
The Fortunes of Free Trade in
Britain by Roy Douglas, The
Southfield Story: A Lesson in Creative Taxation by Ted Gwartney,
and the Conference Handbook)

Reform by Rolland O'Regan.

£1 Is. Od., $2.50.

Speculation, Urban Renewal and Land
Value Taxes by Mary Rawson.
The Land Commission's Betterment
Levy by V. G. Saldji.

Separate lists of Papers from earlier
conferences still in stock are available
on request.

Starcke.

The First Step in Land-Value Taxation
by Glenn E. Hoover.

Free Ways to Free Trade by Dr. Sven
Rydenfelt.

Is Progress and Poverty Outdated ? by
Victor Saldji.

Local Taxation on Land Values in
Australia and New Zealand by A.
G. Huie.

Pathways to Land Reform by Miss
V. G. Peterson.

Trade Barriers: Protestations and
Performance by Ashley Mitchell.

Trade Blight Over Europe by S. W.
Alexander.

Will West Germany Introduce LandValue Taxation? by Dr. Martin
Pfannschmidt.
N E W YORK—1964.
10 cents, each.

Price

Is.

Od.,

The German Building-Land Tax by
Gustav Bohnsack.

The Georgeist Situation in Denmark
by J. H. Kristensen.

Land Tax Exemptions by Robert
Tideman.

Land Development and Taxation in a
Central Commercial Zone by Frank
Wiles.

Land Reform in Hawaii by V. G.
Peterson.

Land Valuation and Land-Value Taxation in Denmark by K. J.

THE PROPERTY

TAX AND ITS

ADMINISTRATION
Edited by Arthur D. Lynn, Jr.
Proceedings of a Symposium Sponsored by the Committee on
Taxation, Resources, and Economic Development (TRED), 1967
In the United States today, the twenty-five billion dollars a year
returned by the property tax is exceeded only by the federal income tax
as a source of governmental revenue.
The scholars, the state officials, and the professional appraiser who are
contributors to this volume address themselves to questions of public
policy, practicality, and equity in the property levy. They raise hope for
(and set limits on) the value of electronic data processing in accurate assessment, while reserving an essential role for the human assessor.
Guarded optimism is expressed for possible state legislative reform
requiring qualified assessors at the local level, full disclosure of assessment ratios, reduction in number of assessment districts, and review of taxexempt property.
Self-assessment with penalties of fines or forced selling at the selfassessed price, is proposed as a substitute or supplement to administrative
assessment systems and as a transitional device in newly developing
countries until an effective property tax administration is established.
This thorough, constructive coverage of the property tax will be valuable to economists as well as to officials of state and local government.
5i x 8|, 288 pages, 5 figs. $7.50
University of Wisconsin Press, 1969.

Kristensen.

Report from New Zealand by Rolland
O'Regan.
Complete sets of Papers

(including

also Agitation for Land Reform in
Great Britain by V. H. Blundell
and The Whitstable Land Value
Survey by V. G.
10s„ $1.25.

Saldji)

Price

C A S W E L L BAY—1968. Price 2s. Od.,
25 cents, each.

Land Registration and Land Value by
David B. Ascher.

Free Trade: A Moral Issue by S. W.
Alexander.

Political Philosophies in Great Britain
by Ronald Banks.

On Human Rights by Frank Dupuis,
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PROPERTY

TAXATION

Edited by Richard W.

USA

Lindholm

Proceedings of a Symposium Sponsored by the Committee on Taxation*
Resources and Economic Development (TRED), 1965
Approaching the subject in a number of ways and considering both practical and theoretical aspects of the topic, the contributors to this volume
point out that many current administrative practices and legal provisions
of the property tax are anachronistic and in need of reform. Their analyses
demonstrate, however, that the property tax possesses great potential
for economic planning and revenue raising, particularly if site value is
emphasized as the tax base. Summarizing many of the ways that the property tax functions, they make constructive suggestions for reform and
improvement of the tax to meet present-day demands.
332 pages, 7figs. W-90 $2,95t
University of Wisconsin Press, 1969.

